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Abstract

We often think of a proposition as being defined in terms of what (immediate)
evidence for it is, and that the meanings of the logical constants are determined
by their introduction rules. Instead, let’s think of a proposition as being defined
in terms of what an immediate consequence of it is, and take the elimination rules
as determining the meanings of the constants.
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1 Introduction

Much work has been done by, amongst others, Michael Dummett (e.g. [3, 4, 6]), Per Martin-
Löf (e.g. [19]) and Dag Prawitz (e.g. [23]) to provide proof-theoretical explanations of the
meanings of the logical constants, essentially following from Gentzen’s assertion [10]:

The introductions represent, as it were, the ‘definitions’ of the symbols con-
cerned, and the eliminations are no more, in the final analysis, than the con-
sequences of these definitions.

The aim of this paper is to show that we can just as easily take the eliminations to represent
the definitions of the symbols, and treat the introductions as no more than consequences of
these. Informally, we are identifying the meaning of a proposition with its consequences,
rather than with the evidence for it. If we take this approach then [7] Dummett points out
that ‘all we need to do is explain the immediate consequences’ of a sentence. We do this using
a revised version of the Brouwer-Heyting-Kolmogorov (BHK) interpretation [13, 15].

Throughout we will work implicitly with the Curry-Howard ‘propositions as types’
analogy [14, 2]. We can make this explicit to see some connections with computer pro-
gramming. The approach of defining the logical constants in terms of the introduction rules
translates to the setting of programming as defining algebraic data types. The approach of
defining the logical constants in terms of their elimination rules corresponds to defining co-
data types. More work remains to be done to formalise this fully, and we will not explore it
here.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present some background on
judgements and rules, and in Section 3 we briefly discuss the Dummett-Martin-Löf-Prawitz
explanation of the meanings of the logical constants, concentrating on the propositional
fragment. We take some care over the elimination rules. In Section 4 we identify the novelty
of our explanation. In Section 5 we develop an alternative explanation of the meanings of
the logical constants, taking the elimination rules as primitive. In Section 7 we discuss the
quantifiers. We present our conclusions in Section 8.

2 Judgements, rules, derivations

It is well-known that we must take some care when asserting that the rules for the use of a
connective define its meaning. Prior’s tonk [24] has what appear to be perfectly good rules,
but a perfectly bad meaning. One solution to the challenge of tonk is given by Belnap [1]:

we are not defining our connectives ab initio, but rather in terms of an antecedently
given context of deducibility, concerning which we have some definite notions.

The emphasis is in the original. For us the context of deducibility is given by a theory of
judgements along the lines of that given by Martin-Löf [17, 18, 19] and also presented in
[22]. We will now outline this theory. We draw particular attention to the use of hypothetical
judgements as assumptions.

We make a careful distinction between proposition and judgement. A proposition is some-
thing like: ‘I live on Mars’; ‘Paris is sunny’. A judgement is something like ‘There is evidence
that I live on Mars’; ‘It is true that Paris is sunny’. Although this distinction has been recog-
nised by logicians since at least Frege [9], often, when writing logical rules down we ignore
the difference between propositions and judgements. To redress this we might prefer to
write ` A when we give rules but this notation can also be rather cluttered, and is easily
confused with the sequent calculus, so we will not use it.

Next we explain what categorical and hypothetical judgements are.
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DEFINITION 1 A categorical judgement is one which can be made on its own, without de-
pendence on any other judgement.

DEFINITION 2 A hypothetical judgement is one which which relies on one or more other
judgements, called assumptions.

An assumption is itself a judgement, and hence may be a hypothetical judgement. We
are not used to seeing hypothetical judgements used as assumptions in a logical setting, but
they are used explicitly in type theory (see, for example, [22]) in the Π, Σ, and W types. We
will exploit them later.

2.1 Rules not involving logical constants

Rules not concerning any logical constant can be called ‘structural rules’, by analogy with
the sequent calculus, and are often left implicit in presentations of natural deduction. Al-
though have not yet said anything about the logical constants we already have a theory
judgements. In particular, we can introduce the notion of a valid rule. For example, if we
are capable of judging A, and we are capable of judging B then we are capable of judging A.
Hence, we consider that:

···
A

···
B

A

is a valid rule. Of course, there are logics where this is rule is not valid, and for those
logics we can think of ourselves as having a different notion of judgement.

Furthermore, based only on our theory of judgements, this rule:

···
A

[A]
···
B

B

is valid (as usual, the square brackets indicate the discharge of an assumption). This rule
is justified by explaining that if we can judge A, and if we could judge B on the assumption
that we could judge A, then we can judge B, and hence is equivalent to:

···
B

B will, of course, rely on whatever assumptions A and B relied on before.
Not every structural figure is a valid rule. For example,

···
A

···
B

C

is not. [16] shows that structural rules can be used in non-trivial ways partly to define
the meanings of the connectives.
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3 Dummett-Martin-Löf-Prawitz explanation

We briefly give some definitions concerning rules dealing with logical constants, taken from
[6].

DEFINITION 3 A rule is an introduction rule for a logical constant # if # is the principal
connective of the conclusion of the rule.

DEFINITION 4 A rule is an elimination rule for a logical constant # if # is the principal con-
nective of one of the premisses of the rule.

DEFINITION 5 A rule is single-ended if it is either an introduction rule or an elimination
rule, but not both.

DEFINITION 6 A rule is pure if only one logical constant figures in it.

DEFINITION 7 An introduction rule satisfies the complexity condition if its conclusion is of
higher logical complexity than any premiss or discharged assumption.

The claim (of Dummett explicitly in [6]) is that single-ended introduction rules satisfying
the complexity condition are enough to define the meanings of the logical constants. In
Martin-Löf’s language we would say that the meaning of a sentence is determined by what
counts as evidence for it. Introduction rules of the form Dummett describes explain what
counts as immediate evidence for compound sentences.

3.1 The Brouwer-Heyting-Kolmogorov interpretation and the introduction rules

The BHK interpretation [13, 15] explains the meaning of a compound sentence in terms of
what counts as immediate evidence for it, given evidence for its sub-sentences. The table is:

Proposition Immediate evidence
A ∨ B Either evidence for A, or evidence for B
A & B Evidence for A together with evidence for B
A ⊃ B A method to turn evidence for A into evidence for B
⊥ —

Recall that ¬A =def A ⊃ ⊥.
The introduction rules are then constructed by inspection of this table:

[A]
···
B

⊃ I
A ⊃ B

···
A

···
B

& I
A & B

···
A

∨I
A ∨ B

···
B

∨I
A ∨ B

There is no immediate evidence for ⊥, and hence no introduction rule of the appropriate
form.

The ¬ introduction rule is produced from the ⊃ introduction rule by identifying B with
⊥:
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[A]
···
⊥

¬I
A ⊃ ⊥

3.2 Harmony, and the elimination rules

If we believe that these are the correct introduction rules, and we believe that the introduc-
tion rules define the meanings of the logical constants then we should be able to produce
the elimination rules mechanically, by appeal to our general notions of what proofs and
derivations are.

Let # be an n-ary constant. The elimination rule for # will have #A1 . . . An as its major
premiss, and some arbitrary1 conclusion C. The minor premisses are generated by consid-
ering each of the introduction rules for # in turn. In each case C must be derivable from the
premisses to the introduction rule.

This process ensures that using # elimination immediately after # introduction in a proof
is redundant. We have a single step of reduction:

···
#I

#A1 . . . An

···
#E

C

B1
···
C

Showing that B, the reflexive, transitive closure of B1 is confluent shows that proofs
normalise. In λ-calculus terms B is β-reduction.

Because we use a general method to produce elimination rules all the elimination rules
are uniform. Each connective has only one elimination rule, and they all follow the pattern
familiar from ∨ elimination, ∃ elimination and the elimination rules used in type theory [22].
We might argue that C is symbiotic, rather than parasitic.

3.3 Disjunction

There are two ∨ introduction rules, so there are two minor premisses in the ∨ elimination
rule: one is a derivation of C from A, the other a derivation of C from B.

···
A ∨ B

[A]
···
C

[B]
···
C
∨E

C

3.4 The absurd

The is no introduction rule for ⊥, so there is no minor premiss in the ⊥ elimination rule.

···
⊥
⊥E

C
1Or even ‘parasitic’, see p. 74 of [11].
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3.5 Conjunction

There is one & introduction rule, so there is one minor premiss in the & elimination rule: a
derivation of C which may use A and which may use B

···
A & B

[A B]
···
C

& E
C

3.5.1 Other elimination rules for &

There are other pure elimination rules for & . We are used to seeing these two:

···
A & B

& El
A

···
A & B

& Er
B

We can recover & El (resp. & Er) from & E by identifying C with A (resp. B):

···
A & B [A]

& E
A

···
A & B [B]

& E
B

We can recover & E from & El and & Er by making a detour (we choose to use one of
the structural rules presented earlier):

···
A & B

& El
A

···
A & B

& Er
B

[A B]
···
C

C

C

So, & El and & Er can be removed from proofs in favour of & E, and vice versa, and hence
these rules are equivalent.

3.6 Implication

There is one ⊃ introduction rule, so there is one minor premisses in the ⊃ elimination rule:
a derivation of C which may use a derivation of B, which may itself use a derivation of A:

···
A ⊃ B

[[A] · · · B]
···
C
⊃ E

C

This rule makes essential use of a hypothetical hypothesis, but is, as we have already
emphasised, just the rule we get in type theory.
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3.6.1 Other elimination rules for ⊃

There are other pure elimination rules for ⊃. We are more used to seeing modus ponens2:

···
A ⊃ B

···
A

MP
B

Another pure, and more generalised, ⊃ elimination rule is given in [8, 20, 21]:

···
A ⊃ B

···
A

[B]
···
C
⊃ E′

C
We can recover modus ponens from ⊃ E′ by identifying C with B, which gives:

···
A ⊃ B

···
A [B]

⊃ E′
B

We can recover ⊃ E′ from modus ponens by making a detour (we choose to use ⊃ I and
modus ponens itself) which gives:

···
A ⊃ B

···
A

MP
B

[B]
···
C

⊃ I
B ⊃ C

MP
C

So, modus ponens can be removed from proofs in favour of ⊃ E′, and vice versa, and hence
these two rules are equivalent.

Now we show that ⊃ E subsumes ⊃ E′. Suppose we have a derivation of A. We can use
structural rules from before and ⊃ E to obtain:

···
A ⊃ B

···
A

A ⊃ B


···
A

[A]
···
B

B


···
C
⊃ E

C
This figure simplifies to:

···
A ⊃ B

···
A

[B]
···
C
⊃ E

C
We can also recover modus ponens from ⊃ E by using the definition of apply in terms of

funsplit familiar from type theory [22]:

apply( f , x) =def funsplit( f , (y)(y(x)))
2More accurately: modus ponendo ponens.
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3.7 Dummett-Martin-Löf-Prawitz summary

What we have presented so far is the outline of the Dummett-Martin-Löf-Prawitz explana-
tion of the meanings of the logical constants. There are several key points:

• meaning is determined by use;

• there is a theory of rules and judgements;

• introduction rules of a special form are taken as definitional;

• the introduction rules are justified with reference to the BHK explanation of what
counts as immediate evidence for a compound sentence;

• the elimination rules are constructed in a uniform way;

• each constant has only one elimination rule;

• the use of an introduction rule followed by an elimination rule is redundant.

We have, of course, justified the rules of constructive logic. Had we a different theory
of judgements, or accepted different forms of primitive rule we could have developed other
logics.

4 Alterations to take the elimination rules as definitional

Now we will alter the approach and take the elimination rules as definitional. We follow the
pattern used before, but:

• elimination rules of a special form are taken as definitional;

• the elimination rules are justified with reference to an explanation of what counts as
an immediate consequence for a compound sentence.

The introduction rules must now be justified in a uniform way, and the key is to demand
that

• the use of an elimination rule followed by some introduction rules is redundant.

5 BHK for consequences

Now we must give an explanation of the meanings of the logical constants in terms of what
counts as an immediate consequence of a compound sentence, given that we know what the
consequences of its sub-sentences are. We follow the pattern of the BHK explanation and
produce this table:

Proposition Immediate consequence
A ∨ B Anything which is a consequence of A, and is a consequence of

B
A & B Anything which is a consequence of A or of B (or possibly both)
A ⊃ B Anything which is a consequence of the fact that B is a conse-

quence of A
⊥ Anything at all

From this table we generate an elimination rule for each constant. The elimination rules
will all be single-ended, pure elimination rules and will meet a complexity condition. The
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rules will turn out to be exactly the uniform elimination rules that we presented before,
although the method of justification is different.

The complexity condition is that the discharged assumptions in the minor premisses are
less complex than the major premiss, and the conclusions of the minor premisses are no
more complex than the conclusion of the rule.

5.1 The absurd

The easiest constant to begin with is ⊥. Anything at all is an immediate consequence of ⊥,
so the elimination rule is simply:

···
⊥
⊥E

C

This certainly meets the complexity condition, and seems at least as good a candidate
for stipulating the meaning of ⊥ as the non-existence of an introduction rule.

5.2 Disjunction

Anything which is a consequence of A and which is a consequence of B is an immediate
consequence of A ∨ B. Notice here that we have an definition of ∨ which involves our
informal notion of ‘and’, thus giving a duality between ‘or’ and ‘and’. The rule is just as
before:

···
A ∨ B

[A]
···
C

[B]
···
C
∨E

C

5.3 Conjunction

Anything which is a consequence of A or which is a consequence of B is an immediate
consequence of A & B. Again we have a duality between ‘and’ and ‘or’, and once again, the
rule we get is just the uniform rule that we had before:

···
A & B

[A B]
···
C

& E
C

5.4 Implication

Implication is the most interesting of the propositional connectives in this setting. The rule
that we get by reading the revised BHK table, and which is uniform with the other elimina-
tion rules is:

···
A ⊃ B

[[A] · · · B]
···
C
⊃ E

C
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5.5 Comments on these rules

By thinking of defining the logical constants in terms of their consequences we have arrived
at just the same set of uniform elimination rules that we had before. Modus ponens, the rule
⊃ E′, & El and & Er are still admissible rules. We still have the task of explaining how to
justify the introduction rules, and then of generating them.

6 Establishing harmonious introduction rules

We observe that every proposition is a consequence of itself, and that harmony between
elimination and introduction rules must respect this.

In terms of inference figures what we are now demanding is:

···
#A1 . . . An

···
#I

#A1 . . . An · · ·

···
#I

#A1 . . . An
#E

#A1 . . . An

B1

···
#A1 . . . An

In other words an elimination followed by an introduction is redundant.

6.1 Disjunction

In the case of ∨, we demand that A ∨ B ` A ∨ B. We simply try to construct a proof of this,
starting with a use of ∨ elimination. We get this figure:

···
A ∨ B

[A]
···

A ∨ B

[B]
···

A ∨ B
∨E

A ∨ B

The two minor premisses must be immediate judgements, that is A ∨ B must be a conse-
quence of A, and A ∨ B must be a consequence of B. Hence, we obtain two new rules:

···
A

∨I1
A ∨ B

and

···
B

∨I2
A ∨ B

These are just the introduction rules for ∨ that we are familiar with, but we have justified
them by taking meaning to be determined by consequence.
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6.2 Conjunction

For & we demand that A & B ` A & B, and try to prove this using & E:

A & B

[A B]
···

A & B
& E

A & B

Again the minor premiss must be immediate, i.e. A & B is a consequence of A and B so
we get:

···
A

···
B

& I
A & B

This is just the introduction rule for & that we had before.

6.3 The absurd

In the case of ⊥ we demand that ⊥ ` ⊥:

···
⊥
⊥E

⊥

We see that there is no ⊥ introduction rule.

6.4 Implication

Implication is a bit trickier, and it is here that hypothetical hypotheses pay dividends. Again
we just demand that A ⊃ B ` A ⊃ B:

···
A ⊃ B

[[A] · · · B]
···

A ⊃ B
⊃ E

A ⊃ B

We get this as the ⊃ introduction rule:

[A]
···
B

⊃ I
A ⊃ B
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6.5 Comments

By taking meaning to be determined by consequence, and hence the elimination rules to
be primitive we have produced just the introduction rules that we are familiar with. The
explanation of why these are the correct rules is, of course different. Whether one prefers to
define, say, ∨, in terms of evidence or consequence seems to be just a matter of taste. The
explanation of ⊥ in terms of its consequences seems neater. On the other hand, if we have
a trivial truth > then the explanation in terms of immediate consequence is not so clear. We
have this table:

Proposition Immediate consequence
> -

Just as there is no introduction rule of a suitable form for ⊥ there is no elimination rule of
suitable form for >. In the cases of ⊥ and > there does seems to be a good reason to prefer
one explanation over the other.

If we are thinking in terms of computer programming, then there are some data types for
which the algebraic approach is more natural, and some for which the coalgebraic approach
is more natural.

7 First-order logic

We have focussed exclusively on propositional logic so far. Now we tackle first-order logic.
The table that we get for the quantifiers is:

Proposition Immediate consequence
(∀x)F(x) Anything which is a consequence of F(t), for some t
(∃x)F(x) Anything which is a consequence of F(t), for every t

If we let Q be either ∀ or ∃ then the Q elimination rule looks like:

···
(Qx)F(x)

[F(t)]
···
C

QE
C

Identifying C with (Qx)F(x) gives:

···
(Qx)F(x)

[F(t)]
···

(Qx)F(x)

(Qx)F(x)

Hence the Q introduction rule looks like:

···
F(t)

QI
(Qx)F(x)

As we might expect these rules look just like the Σ and Π rules of type theory.
The difference between ∀ and ∃ lies in the side-conditions. In ∀ elimination there are no

conditions on t, in ∃ elimination there is a condition that there is nothing special about t, that
is that t not occur free in C or any of the undischarged assumptions in the minor premiss.
The side-conditions on the introduction rules are a consequence of the requirement that
elimination-introduction pairs be redundant.
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8 Summary

We have presented an outline of the Dummett-Martin-Löf-Prawitz proof-theoretic expla-
nation of the meanings of the logical constants, based on a theory of judgements and an
informal description of what counts as immediate evidence for a compound sentence.

We then presented an informal description of what counts as an immediate consequence
of a sentence, and showed that this provides just as good a basis for the explanation of the
meanings of the constants.
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